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Bema
By LESLIE CRANDALL
There have been many articles
written concerning Homecoming,
however, there is a side, I feel which
hasn't had top billing yet. If I boil
much 'longer, I might just explode.
I'm sure there are several other
people on both sides of the fence
who feel the same as I do. Please
don't stop reading yet, Frank 'Lihn
and Sam Taggard.
I have come to the conclusion, after
reading all the articles in The Lobo
concerning Homecoming, that this
student body is just plain old lazy.
Lazy!? What an idiotic idea! But it's
true. Why? According to Kristi
Hokanson, in her letter to the editor
published Oct. 19, "the college world
of 1970 is a sophisticated one." She's
exactly right, the college world of
today is sophisticated, it's so bloody
sophisticated that the students would
rather sit back smoking up and give
money to the grape-pickers in
California than get out and do some
actual work to make their own
Homecoming a big success.
Oh, but Homecoming is "being lost
in the tide of social relevance," so why
bother to make it a success? Mike
Woelk and Ginny Chavez (sic) would
rather allocate the funds for
Homecoming toward the repair of a
wind-damaged house in the Valley for
a family that can't pay for it. Well,
instead of being so lazy and just giving
them the money, why don't we UNM
students go right down there and
build the roof back ourselves. I'm not
being facetious-it could be done, but
this campus won't stop playing with
drugs long enough to do a little good
for the Albuquerque community.
Many students say the Greeks' "group
effort is misdirected" and we should
"unite to 'bridge the gap' between the
students and the community." These

people obviously know only one side
of Greek life-the side that likes to
have a good time. There is another
side. One of the major activities of
Greek Week is Work-Day. All of the
Greeks unite to do something helpful
for the Albuquerque community-we
don't just send them money-we set
out and do some plain old-fashioned
work. I'm sorry to say that I've never
heard that the rest of the campus does
anything even remotely resembling
that. Many of the fraternities have
gotten away from the "hell-week"
ideas for initiation, and have
substituted a "help-week." There has
also been talk about beautifying the
campus-plans for which none of the
student senators have really
presented-try going out to south
campus and taking a look at the Alpha
Tau Omega complex. ATO is only
three years old and already one of the
largest fraternities on campus; with
only their own manpower they built
the two beautiful buildings-a library
and a recreation center-and
landscaped the surrounding area. It is
probably the prettiest spot on
campus!
But UNM is not a charity
organization nor has it been groomed
to be the ninth wonder of the world.
It is an academic institution which is
to prepare us and broaden us to meet
the change, if necessary, in the society
in which we live. I don't know how we
can do that, if we can't even live
together peacefully in the college
community. I think we need to
"bridge the gap" between the
students and the community. We
Greeks are accused of sitting back in
our own little world unwilling to
listen to anyone outside of it. Stop
and think. Doesn't everyone form
their own "little worlds" from which
they do not often vacillate. For
instance, isn't there a Chicano
community, a black community, a
freak-type community and an
independent community among the
students, trying to accomplish their
own goals? So why can't we be proud
of what we are-but mostly be proud
that we are students of UNM. Let's
unite.
As for Homecoming, 1970, it's over
so let's forget it. Let the students
decide by referendum what to do next
year. But it's over for now. So I
repeat, let's unite and get something
done.

Unions
Condemn
Trudeau,

FLQ
(Editor's Note: The following is
the last in a four-part series
concerning the struggle between the
Front de Liberation du Quebec
(FLQ) and the Canadian
government.
(On Monday, The Lobo will give
the government's view of the FLQ,
compiled from stories in the
Vancouver Sun.)
OTTAWA (CPS-CUP)- While
many English Canadian leaders have
been screaming for blood-for the
blood of every Quebecois, if
necessary-and bringing out all the
racism that is not too far below the
surf~ce, Quebec leaders have been
even more tempered in their attacks
on the FLQ.
While all moderate leaders have
denounced the revolutionaries, they
have combined it with lambasting
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau for
"imposing a military regime" and
Bourassa for being Ottawa's pup.
In a joint statement issued two

weeks ago, the three biggest Quebec
trade union federations-the
Confederation of National Trade
Unions, the Quebec Federation of
Labor, and the Quebec Teachers
Corporation representing a total of
more than a half a million people,
denounced the attitude of the
Bourassa government which for no
apparent reason went from one day
to the next from a moderate position
to an inexplicable attitude of total
submission to the federal authorities.
While the statement deplored the
"radical methods used by the FLQ,"its main thrust was an attack on
Bourassa-Trudeau for introducing a
"sort of banana republic where a
military junta rules as lord and
master."
It added, "The suppression of civil
liberties threatens democracy more
than terrorism."
Parti Quebecois Leader Rene
Levesque has said much the same
thing, Levesque told the left-wing
Quebec-Presse he is against
extremism on both sides.
"If the kidnappers are still capable
of thinking about what they have
done," he said, "they would see that
their act has until now only done
harm to everyone."
Both he and the unions called on
the FLQ to release the hostages.
And Levesque, too, was primarily
concerned with Ottawa's actions and
Quebec's acquiesence.
"For years the federal government
has wanted to choke the aspirations
of the Quebecois, even the moderate
'revolutionaries,' and it now has been
successful in placing Quebec under a
military occupation until next
spring," he said.
He labelled the Bourassa
government a "tool of a policy
formulated outside itself."
Even the traditionally conservative
and reactionary Episcopate has
empathized with the social nature of
the crisis.
Cardinal, Maurice Roy, speaking
on behalf of the bishops of Quebec
appealed to all sectors of the
population to work for an "equitable
distribution of wealth and
opportunity."
"Justice engenders violence," he
explained. "But social justice is not
enough. Justice must also be done to
the legitimate aspirations of the
collectivity."
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President Nixon Blames Violence

On Hypocrites, Hoodlums, Thugs
By DON BURGE
.
. Reactu_1g to ~he gro:vmg
~i~lenceS ~n ·dAme[tch, dPresident
th on.,
ur ay as e Olft ~t
oesheanwd
odcarbry
abpeacebs~gnk ;n
Oll
the otl an
" a om or
" a nc 111
ocrites ~~rour ~~m~h,;
super·hyp·
N i. x o n
w jl o w a s i n
Albuquerq~e to bolster the
sagging senatorial campaign of
Republican Anderson Carter
dd d "'t. b t t'
'
a e 1 Is a ou rme we cut <;>Ut
the nonsense about repressiOn
be'ng th
· 1
!, . e cau~e 0 f vro
~nee.
.
t VIole~c~ m hAmerica today IS
~o cause
~ t e war, not <;aused
Y rep_res.sion .. There IS no
l~omar~ tiC Ideal mvolved. Let's
lecogmze them. for wh~t th~y
be not romantic revolutionaries
ut thl' same thugs and hoodlums
t h at have always plaguerl"

h

Letters:
Lobo J>holo by Chuck I•'eil

Nixon, obviously buoyed by his
ecstatic reception from the
overflow crowd of 3500 in the
Highland High School
Gymnasium, had his brief,
extemporaneous address
interrupted several times by
applause and standing ovations.
Police estimated the crowd
outside the gym at another 1500
to 2000 people and said about
1500 greeted the President at the
Sun port.
The President called the
up· coming electio11 "more
important than any Senate race in

the whole history of the United
States. A change of one vote on
the_n~ajor iss~es" would allow him
to ;mtrate h1s policies, he said, in
urgr_ ng thE' crowd to elect Carter.
He ca 11 e d Car t er " a man w h o
can make the difference on tht>
r~eat d:'lr:tes, the . ones that make
Pr:. I erence m whether _the
he s~~~; ct~n tt~epp;~~~r~;n~s;!
u •t d S
;, .
nr e
tates
m the 1968
elec~ion campaign. He then
outlined "the four big •1ssues
where there is a clear difference"
between Carter and "the present
senator" (Joseph Montoya).
The first issue, he said, was
peace. "N;>t just peace for the
next electron. I am referring to
peace for the next generation."
Since his election, he said the
'
great strides in bringing the
Vietnam war to a successful
conclusion. "Instead of sending
more ml.'n to Vietnam we are
bringing them home .... We are
going to end it in a way to
discourage another war, I have
pledged we are going to end this
war in a way which will
discourage the war·makers so that
we can have a full generation of
peace."
Montoya, however, has voted in
the Senate in such a way to end
the war and bring "defeat and
humiliation" to the United States
he said.
'

On peace at home Nixon
accused "the Senate of the
United States (of) delaying and
delaying and delaying in
appointing strong J'udges
We
" .. peace
·
need to strengthen the
forces, not the criminal forces."
Montoya's vote ar,'li•l5t hvo of his
~upr.eme Court nominees, Nixon
~71.~ed, ";~~ in" fafc,t,hu wealre.ning
e posr IOn o c !'great silent
majority of Americans" who are
for Jaw and order.
He t h
d
h
en accuse
t e
Democratic controlled Senate of
"dilly·dallving and loitering for 18
months'' on enacting strong
anti-crime legislation.
A third great issue, the chief
executive said, is the power ivt'n
to the Prl.'sident to
t';vith
the nation's enemies
·
system, he said,
n't send thP
President of the United States to
the bargaining table in a position
of weakness."
Earlier Nixon had sa_id the great
number of defense installations in
New Mexico "are here because it
is the area where we can best serve
the interests of America."
But "it doesn't do any good to
talk about bases in New Mexico
and vote against defense in
Washington," he added.
The fourth great issue is to
''bring power back from
Washington-let's bring power
(please turn to page 4)
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in full agreement with one another ''supermarket," meaningless
boycott the· other candidates who platforms and promises will be
will. The candidate for the exposed and found wanting? It is not
Independent New Mexican Party, too late for the electorate to become
John Salazar, has even offered to informed, and it is the responsibility
purchas.e TV time in order to meet these "sincere" candidates who are
with the other gubernatorial hopefuls seeking office to see to it that the
and discuss the issues face to face so people are given every opportunity to
that all of Albuquerque may see and become familiar with the promises
hear their views on the issues of and platforms of all the parties.
education, economy and ecology. Yet
Thomas F. Connaughton
th.ey refuse to appear.
State chairman,
Could it be that they fear that their
Independent N cw Mexican Party
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\

\
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'I Must Hide This Book Where The Children Can't Get To It!'

Thanks, Guys
To the Editor:
AS UNM donated almost 200
Glen Campbell show tickets to
groups in Albuquerque who would
not otherwise have been able to
attend the concert. As a Popular
Entertainment Committee
member I received the following
letter from a group at the St.
Anthony's Boys Home that
hosted. I wanted to share it ' __ :;,~---:...f,+H71fi'ri+
you.
Dear Mr. Rutherford:
We want to thank you very
(The letter was signed by 17 of·
much for the tickets to the Glen
the boys.)
Campbell show. We· like him, the
Tom Rutherford
band, the comedians and
everything. We are happy you
t h ought o f us and m ad e
Promises, Platforms
arrangements for us. It was a big
To the Editor:
treat. We are happy and lucky to
It is fitting that the c~pus should
· ·have friends like you. Some of the
be treated to a mock election, because
----~ --Sistel'S-wenhvith-us-arrd--they likecr---that -is all· New Mexico's elections
everything also. We liked to see and
really are~
hear Glen and Larry play the banjo.
T~e Democratic and Republican
We think they do very well. May
candidates repeatedly refuse to speak
God reward you.
on the burning issues of the day, and

·-- -----·-· -·-

Monday, November 2, 1970
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Anti-War Rallies Lack Expected Number of Participants
By United Press International
The heralded massive
demonstration for peace
scheduled for 40 cities Saturday
failed to produce the number of
demonstrators anti-war leaders
expected around the nation.

The leader of the Washington
rally near the White House
denounced the violence and lack
of discipline of those radical
leftists who bomb and throw
stones.
"We cannot use violence to

create a new society,"' the Rev.
Joe L. Gipson said to the crowd
of 500.
A few members of the crowd
tried to shout him down.
Police removed one member of
the National Socialist White

REDUCE
TODAY!!
Figurette Reducing
Studios Now Have

The Graduate Student Council,
(GSC) Employment Committee
has had some success in helping
place several graduate students in
parttime jobs.
Duke Duquette, vice president
of the GSA, attributed the
committee's lack of ability to
place many more graduate
students in jobs to the relatively
small number of graduate students
applying 'for parttime
employment through the GSC
Employment Committee.
The GSC Employment
Committee has taken credit so far
for placing five graduate students
in parttime employment paying
an hourly wage. Duquette said,
"The jobs are regular parttime
employment for students, such as •
retail sales in Albuquerque's larger
stores." He said, "we had hoped
to place more graduate students in
specialized work. One potential
employer needed a graduate
student to work in biological
research, another needed a math
graduate to continue with
calculations started by an
engineering firm, but left
unfinished due to the company's
lack of time to work on the
project.
Duquette said he hopes the
GSA office will get more
applications from graduate
students desiring specialized
employment. Employers have so
far collected and are looking at
about 70 applications.
Duquette speculated there
would be approximately "100
jobs that could be filled by
graduate students if all who
needed work were to apply."
Some of the jobs are what is

To celebrate our
2ND LOCATION
•
you can rece1ve

ONE
FULL YEAR'S
MEMBERSHIP
(regular $150.00)
For Only

Look Your·
Beautiful

if you enroll

THIS WEEK

CALL 298-7557
OR 265-3581

*
*

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED
Books & Periodicals

926 Juan Tabo NE
Monterey Plaza
6001 Lomas NE
Fair Plaza

~_,IGURETTE
REDUCING
STUDIOS

WHY BRUCE KING?

There was no immediate
explanation for the lack of peace
as parades scheduled for other .
cities.
Anti-war leaders in Chicago had
predicted as many as 25,000
persons would turn out for a rally,
However, at 4:30 p.m. EST, no
one had showed up.
About 1500 persons held a
peaceful rally on the Columbus
Ohio statehouse lawn.
'
Jerry Gordon, Cleveland
attorney and coordinator of the
National Peace Action Coalition,
told the rally that labor is joining
the anti-war movement.
"The workers could end the
war," Gordon said. "I would like
to see all plants and schools shut
down until the war stopped. It's
all a matter of labor unions
understanding the war is
destroying their living standards."

Bruce King has ·many attributes that would make him an effective ·governor, but few
are p1ore important to the future of New Mexico than his record and commitment on
behalf of education.

Employment Committee
Aids U Grad Students

2 Locations

Best NOW! !

People's Party for allegedly
attacking a youth with a placard
bearing an anti-war message.
In New York, about 3,000
persons, mostly young, marched
through Times Square to protest
the Vietnam war. The New York
group was led by former army
veterans, marching to the beat of
a military band.
The New York demonstration
included a number of veterans
from World War I and World War
II, and at least one WAC who
served during World War II.
The demonstrations were
generally orderly and peaceful,
though there was some heckling
from the sidewalk crowds.
"You're all garbage," one man
shouted to the demonstrators,
"Arrest the war for disturbing
the peace," the World War II WAC
shouted as she marched.

Hours: mon-fri 9:00 to 9:00
sat 9:00 to 1:00

2406 Central SE
Goliath, David Harris
Custer Died For Your Sins,
Deloria

Magister Ludi, Hesse

(.Just got Timothy Leary's
'Eagle Brief')

OPEN NIGHTS
'TIL I 0 P.M.

generally considered normal
parttime
student
work
at
an hourly pay rate, Duquette said,
''however the employment
committee hopes to place
graduate students in jobs that
would make use of their unique
talents in particular fields of
study.
The procedure for graduate
students to apply for employment
through the GSC Employment
Committee is to fill out a GSC
application at the GSA office in
the Union. Employers come in,
take what applications that look
promising to them, look them
over choosing a graduate student
from the list if one applicant fills
the bill.
"So far," Duquette said, "we
have had a tremendous response
from the local businessmen. They
say things are pretty tight right
now bu~ they are trying."
Some of the major businesses in
Albuquerque that have expressed
interest in the employment
program are the larger banks in
town, Mountain Bell Telephone,
Southern Union Gas Co., Public
Service Co. of New Mexico, and
Sandia Corp. None of the
prospective employers guarantee
that they wijl choose a graduate
student when they agree to look
over graduate student
applications. But Duquette said,
"They are coming in and picking
up lots of applications to
consider."

-r ···-
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-The platform pledges support to the maintenance and cultivation of a political climate conducive to higher education. Such a
climate entails freedom to create, discuss
and compare ideas, and to accept or reject
them-without fear of reprisal.
-Bruce has reiterated his support of the
platform/s commitment to opposing the erosion of the constitutional autonomy of. the
universities and the colleges under the management of their boards of regents.
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-We urge you to compare Bruce1s and Robert Mondragon 1s positions and records on

higher education with those of their opponents. We feel sure that you will ioin us in
voting for Bruce and Robert Mondragon on
November 30

Where does BRUCE KING
stand on Higher Education?
-When the Republican nominee and several other candidates were using the state col1 om_ -~·_P_()pejoy.
leges and universities as olitical
~==--~--L-~l--.tn;;,'U\iornnl'ih.-rttni-ni+rn;]~;if.:.~:-:,~;. ~. . d----;James
L. Thorson
-ga1n a spnng, ruce refuse . ·
WAS~~~:::: Gh~:ee
to do so. He said that he would rather lose Arthur Houghton
Robert Holzapfel
s.
than destroy our universities.
.
House

voted Wednesday to cite Arnold
Johnson, public relations
director of the Communist party,
USA, for contempt of Congress
after he refused to testify about

d

~~eE~37h~~~~~~~atie~n~~mittee

-Bruce has consistently declared his full
support of the State Democratic Platform
for 1970. The Democratic platform unequivably opposes further tuition increases and
calls for restoration of access to higher education for all qualified young New Mexicons through lower tuition and expanded
scholarship and loan programs.
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WHAT ABOUT TOMORROW?
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• Will there be iob opportunities for ALL citizens, or will we deliberately
move toward higher unemployment? Shouldn't there be a better way to control inflation?
• Will we have the individual freedom to be ourselves, to create, discuss and compare ideas and ideals, or do we watch the American Dream go
up in the smoke of repression?
• What about our environment? Can we expect our current national
leaders to provide an aggressive and perhaps imaginative role in saving the
environment?
• Can our educational system afford the low national priorities given
it and yet provide quality education for all including especially those whom
the system now fails? Shouldn't there be a better way to control inflation?
• What about the %-War in Southeast Asia? Will that continue to be the
focus of our tomorrows? Shouldn't there be a better way to help the underdeveloped nations of the world?
• Can we not provide the best possible health care for all Americans or
must we sacrifice this dream to control inflation? Shouldn't there be a better

,
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Lobo photos by Chuck Feil

Thousands of New Mexicans turned out Saturday to get a glimpse
of President Nixon, but not all of them were friendly. Police arrested
11 people at the Highland High School Gymnasium some of whom
later claimed their only offense was attempting to get into the gym
to see the President. Most of those arrested were charged with
disorderly conduct.
But despite scattered incidents and demonstrations against Nixon

The Presidential Visit

Ql)uurtrr.s
1lrnuttge &
<ttnuutry 1B-ill-(@ur
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Lobo Ph oro by 'l'ony Louderbough

the overwhelming majority of the crowd was there to support the
President as evidenced by the loud ch-..:Jring and applause upon his
arrival, both at the Sunport and at Highland. Inside the gym, the
crowd's reaction was even warmer as Nixon's speech in behalf of
Republican candidates was interrupted several times by loud
cheering and applause.

President Again Calls on Silent Majority
Says the VOTE Is the Way to 'Stand Up and Be Counted'
By DON BURGE
Tuesday, Nov. 3 marks the first
anniversary of the date President
Nixon called on "the great silent
majority of Americans" to stand
up and be counted. Saturday in
Albuquerque he called on them
once again-as he has several times
during the past month-this time
asking them to use the "weapon
of the vote."
Here in Albuquerque the great
silent majority turned
out-depending on whose estimate
you believe-somewhere between
6000 and 15,000 strong to assure
the President that they would
indeed stand up and be counted
Tuesday in the secrecy of the
voting booth.
Nixon was in Albuquerque to
urge conservative Republican
senatorial candidate Anderson
Carter upon his self-proclaimed
majority and those who turned
out to hear and see the President

kapy karner
High Spee d XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
Iocation. sin Winroc.k Center,
SIMMS BUILDING other
N
I
d
N
d

loved it.
Those who were there to
. rhe chief executive is reputedly demonstrate were, for the most
a crowd-lover and the crowd part, well contained with police
present t Highland High School both in front of and behind them.
and the Sunport-with only a few Armed with riot sticks and mace,
exceptions-loved him back. and some with automatic rifles at
Those who came to see him hand, the police made it clear that
cheered wildly and those who they would not permit any
came to boo him were drowned demonstrating which to them
out.
seemed to be too enthusiastic.
The crowds lining the fence at
the Sunport
encircling
Highland
Highand
School
were
obviously impatient-both for the
President's arrival and with the
small group of demonstrators who
were making themselves noticed
There was almost no advers
reaction at the Sunport (only ea
few signs), when the presidential
motorcade reached the high
school there were several signs and
shouts saying "Get out of
Vietnam." Compared to the
hundreds of favorable
signs-"Nixon's the One ,
"Nixon-Carter," "Welcome Mr
President"-and the thousands of
people not demonstrating against
him, however, it almost appeared
as though all of the state's
Republicans had turned out to
give THEIR president the finest
welcome Albuquerque had eve

~~~~~~~~7~~~0~6~~~~~~~~na~B~u~il~in~g~&~12~0~M~a~e~ir~a~E~~~~~w~e~n~·~~~~~~~~-r
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TRANS WORLD AIRLINES,INc.Trans World Airlines proudly announces the
appointment of Daniel Armijo as the University
of Ne:w Mexico's TWA Campus Sales Repre"
sentat1Ve.
·· · · ~
Dan is a Sophomore in the School of Business
and Administrative Sciences. A m::mber of Kappa Alpha Order, he
also serves on the Interfraternity Council.
This native of Albuquerque is ready to assist you with any travel
arrangements you may need to make; across the nation or around the
world-going home or on vacation-alone or in a group-don't hesitate
to let Dan lend a hand.
TWA also has a fine collection of 16 mm sound movies in co1or that
he will be pleased to show any campus group.
For ju1·ther infm·mation and Teservations call Dan Armijo
at 242-2901 o1· 242-7624 oT see him at 1806 Sigma Chi Rd. N.E.

11

If any of the adverse reaction
affected him, however Nixon
didn't show it. Two days earlier
his party had been showered by
eggs, rocks and bottles as he left a
speech in San Jose, Calif. One sign
at the Sunport proclaimed "This
is not San Jose" and the warm
reception accorded to the
President pointed that up.

~~

Blames VI"olence ...
(continued from page
back to the people," he urged, by
providing opportunities for people
who want to live in the
Inter-Mountain West. He said it
was essential that the country's
population be decentralized away
from both coasts.
At Lhe beginning of his speech
Nixon gave a warm endorsement
to the entire state Republican
t i c k e t . R e fer r i n g to
Representatives Manuel Lujan and
Ed Foremen, he said, "they
surprised everyone by winning in
1968 this
and year,"
they are going to win
again

Pete Domenici,
gubernator
tRepublican
• d
1'al ca n d'd
l a e, receive
fue Nixon a~o~de ''u a man
who has his eyes on the future as
Gov. David Cargo had before
him." He then praised Cargo for
his support of Carter. Carter
defeated Cargo in the June
primary to oppose Montoya.
Prior to Nixon's arrival police
arrested three people outside the
Highland gymnasium. Another
eight people, including four
juveniles, were arrested during and
immediately following the
President's speech.
Most of those arrested were
charged with disorderly conduct
and/or using foul and abusive
language. Other charges, however,

11

.

Incumbent Congressman Lujan's ambivalence on the crucial issues has
become a matter of record. Frequently he is for something until the President summons.

J)

included resisting arrest, damage
to public properLy and carrying a
deadly weapon.

11

'

We expect more of our Congressman than merely being a puppet. There

r

are better solutions and better approaches to meeting the needs of our society,
but we must have a representative who has the courage to stand up and be a
leader. FABIAN CHAVEZ IS THAT MAN.
.

Only a few members of the
crowd, however, demonstrated
against the President with the
overwhelming majority being
there to show their appreciation.
The crowd inside the
gymnasium was composed mostly
of high school students and
middle-aged or older citizens.
Nixon's speech was interrupted
only once by a heckler who yelled
"they're still there" when Nixon
said he was bringing troops back
from Vietnam.
At the start of his speech Nixon
said he had bee11 reminded that he
had not campaigned in New
Mexico during the 1968 campaign
but that he had visited the state in
1960 when he lost to John
Kennedy. "At that time I said I
would return to New Mexico as
President.
"I am returning, but a little
late," he quipped.
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University Friends of Fabian
AI Utton
Joe Fashing
George Triandafilidis Gustave Efroymson
Truett Book
William Byatt
Sidn.ey Solomon
Raymond MacCurdy
Charles E. Bacchus
Claud M. Book
Patricia Murphy
Leo Kanowitz
William Roberts
Gerald May
Robert Herron
Marion Cottrell
Robert Senescu
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The University can have a voice.
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Apathy Hinders Massive Mobilization for Anti-War Candidates

Politically Tuned-In Student Volunteers Don't Turn Out
By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Have
students, who tuned in and turned
on to politics last spring dropped
out?
A Princeton professor believes
most of them never turned on in
the first place.
A Georgetown University
sophomore says students, like
many adults, are suffering from
apathy.
A conservative student leader
says candidates want nothing to
do with student volunteers
because of voter resentment
towards campus violence.
Whatever the reason, a newly
silent majority of American
students is sitting out the 1970
election campaign, even on
BE DIFFERENT
LETTER HEADS '/,'•T 1i A PEii!~ONAt GREETn~~
M:uy E'IIcn Entcrpmc1
.;: ;_~ '.r~•· 1' ~. t

campuses where they have been
given time off from classes to
participate.
The massive mobilization of
students to work in campaigns for
anti-war candidates, which some
observers foresaw after the
widespread campus protests over
Cambodia last May, has not
materialized.
Doorbell Ringing
Nonetheless, a cadre of many
thousands of young men and
women-both conservatives and
liberals-have been ringing
doorbells, stuffing campaign
literature into envelopes and
manning telephones across the
nation on behalf of candidates in
the Nov. 3 elections. They have
provided candidates with one of
the largest and cheapest supplies
of drudge labor available, even
though the expectations of the
movement have not been fully
realized.
Prof. Hen1·y Bienen of
Princeton University, co-director
of the movement for a new

Congress, estimated that as many
as 50,000 students from about 40
cooperating schools are
participating in campaigns for
antiwar candidates.
Under the program, called the
"Princeton Plan," about 40
cooperating schools adjusted their
schedule to permit a 10- to 14-day
recess at election time.
Bienen acknowledges that
thousands of students involved in
last spring's anti-Cambodia
uprising have ignored the
campaign.
Not Exciting
"We didn't expect every guy
who demonstrated in front of an
administration building would
work in October," he said. "It's
much easier to demonstrate than
to work in a congressional
election where some of the
candidates may not be exciting."
What happened, Bienen
contends, is that many students
simply did not tune in to the
nuts - and - bolts aspect of
politics. He estimates, however,

there are four times as many
students involved in the campaign
this year as in off-year elections of
the past,
At the other end of the
political spectrum, conservative
James Buckley says 6000 students
are working in his New York
senate campaign and the Young
Ameicans for Freedom (YAF) in
Washington estimates that "tens
of thousands" of campus
conservatives are active in other
areas.
Political Apprentices
The concensus seems to be
that although many students are
disi!Iusioned and the war issue has
been defused, there is just as
much political activity if not more
than in the 1968 "Children's
Crusade" of Eugene McCarthy.
The difference is that the
McCarthy "children" are not
children any more, but
experienced political apprentices
valued by many candidates.
In some cases, politicians are
chary about using st!.!dents to

RE-ELECT MONTOYA!
Senator Ivlontoya has consistently supported the cause of higher education in New l\rfcxico
No last minute smear tactics from the Far Right can obscure this fact.
Vote tomorrow. Re-elect Senator Joseph M. l\1ontoya.

campaign because of possible
adverse voter reaction resulting
from campus violence.
But John Goldenring, a
sophomore at Georgetown
University who has been ringing
doorbells with 50 or 60 other
students for liberal candidates in
Maryland and Virginia says "voter
backlash" is a myth.
"Exactly the opposite is true,"
he says. "The people just love to
see students ringing doorbells.
Even in Virginia, where we
expected to see shotguns, nobody
was uptight. The Republicans
know this. They've been using
students for years and years."
Conservative Use
Randal Teague, executive
director for the conservative
Young Americans for Freedom,
said students were in great
demand for such campaigns as
Buckley's in New York, Gov.
Ronald Reagan's reelection bid in
California and George Bush's
senatorial quest in Texas.
But, Teague noted, in some
areas there was "a fear on the
party of the candidates to use
students, simply because tlwy are
students."
Bienen said he had encountered
this same resistance by candidates
initially, but now the demand for
stu dent campaigners is greatt>r
than his organization can supply.
Bienen says he considers the
program to give students time off
from the classroom a success and
he hopes it will be
continued-with some changes-in
future elections.
But Goldenring, who is
assistant director of MNC's office
in Washington, says the idea of a
massive outpouring of students
was "a lot of baloney" in the first
place.

These UNNI professors endorse Senator 1\:fontoya:
Keith Auger

-

Edwin C. Hoyt

-

Frederick Becker
Louis C. Bernadoni

.

Lee Brown

Gary Hufbauer
Frank IklC
Richard Lawrence

Pham Chung

Christopher Leavitt

Sanford Cohen

Ted l\:1ortimer

Marion Cottrell

Lauric Needler

Randal Cruikshanks

Harold V. Rhodes

Benefit Concert
10 well-known musical
organizations will be represented
when the New Mexico
Federation of Music Clubs
presents its annual Scholarship
Benefit Concert Friday, Nov. 6.
The concert will be at 8:15 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Center Recital
Hall.
It will include selections from
Carousel by the Albuquerque
Civic Light 0 pera. Thl'
Albuquerque Music Club will
present a solo by tenor Stuart
Randolph Scott, A Wandering
Minstrel, from The Mikado by
Gilbert and Sullivan. Two
members of the Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra, F. J.
Butteri, violinist, and Wesley
Selby, pianist, will perform
Sonata for Violin and Pi,tno by J.
D. Robb.

~
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vVilliam Dabney

Paul Schmidt

Henry Ellis

Robert Sickels

Troy Floyd

Jay Sorenson

Chris Garcia

olympia
RestauRant
& tounqe

James Spulher

4110 Edith N.E.

Daily Specials

Douglas George

George Stoumbis

John Green

Frank Szasz

David B. Hamilton

Albert Vogel

e

breakfast
e lunch

e

SAN JOSE, Calif. (UP!)Organizers of an antiwar rally say
a "wave of hatred" ignited a
violent attack on President
Nixon's motorcade.
"It was so strong the crowd
could feel it," one of the rally's
leaders said Friday. He said the
crowd erupted when they saw
Nixon emerge from the San Jose
Municipal Auditorium, climb
aboard the hood of his limousine
and wave both arms, his fingers
flashing the "V" symbol.
And that's when hecklers began
hurling eggs, rocks and bottles at
the motorcade. The President
r('ported that an egg brushed his
face,but secret service agents said
the object was a small rock.
Police Chief Ray Blackmore
estimated that some 900 persons
were in the crowd that was
screaming and hurling objects at
the motorcade. Calling it the
worst mob action in San Jose in
recent years, Blackmore said the
crowd came within minutes of
surrounding and trapping the
President's car.
Leaders of the rally said the
"wave of hatred" came not only
from young radicals, but also
from white-collar engineers
thrown out of work by cutbacks
in government spending, who
were also picketing Nixon.
Earl 0. Hedemark, an attorney
who represented several of the
radical groups who planned the
rally, said they "did everything in
their power to prE'vent violencE',"
Hedemark said the rally
organizers had intended to keep it
verbal and non-violent.
"The big shock and surprise to
the pi'Otest group was the
intensity of feeling which sprang
from the white-collar guys,"
Hedemark said. "There was a true
merger and this sudden wave of
anger seemed to be shared by
everyone."

Harley Holt

Robert \Vrinkle

5orvcd from 5 p.m·. on

Greenhouse Award

The UNM biology building has
been chosen as the top state
example of architectural design by
the New Mexico Society of
Architects,
Sherman Smith, vice president
Designed by Flatow, Moore,
for administration and
Bryan
and Fairburn of
development, said pampus
Albuquerque,
the three - year •
Planning Committee decided to
old
building
houses
close the street "to eliminate
administration
and
faculty
offices,
through traffic, which is pretty classrooms, laboratories, and
the
heavy there." The traffic now
greenhouse, and is connected to
interferes with the numerous the old biology structure by an
pedestrians in the area during class open
courtyard. The award is
changes.
given every two years.
.
0 ne barricade will be placed
Much of the design was the
across the end of Terrace, where it result of cooperative effort
meets Ash Street. Another. between UNM biology
barricade will block off the street department Chairman Loren
even with the north curb of the Potter and the architectural firm.
alley behind Mitchell Hall, leaving
the alley open to traffic from
Terrace.

At San Clemente Friday, Nixon
called the demonstrators "an
unruly mob that represents the
worst America."
Gov. Ronald Reagan and Sen.
George Murphy, R·Calif., who
were the chief beneficiaries of the
Nixon campaign trip to California,
both condemned the violence, as
did Rep. John V. Tunney,
Murphy's opponent.

BOULDER,

Colo.

(CPS)-America's entry into
Cambodia and the Jackson and
Kent State shootings produced
the most intense reaction on
colleges and universities with the
highest academic admission
policies, according to a survey by
the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education.
The commission survey of 2551
college and university presidents,
with 73 percent responding, also
concluded that colleges and
universities in the Northeast
showed greater reaction than
elsewhere.
The commission said colleges
and universities that admit

freshmen from the top 10 percent
of high school classes had more
reaction than schools with open
admission policies. The study
made no comment on this finding.
In the most selective schools, ·
there were these reactions: 35
percent had student strikes of one
day or longer, 80 percent had
student campaigns to
communicate with local residents
about the war, 79 percent had
peaceful demonstrations and 9
percent, violent demonstrations.
Schools with open admissions
had these reactions: 9 percent
strikes, 33 percent campaigns, 41
percent peaceful demonstrations
and 5 percent violent
demonstrations.
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Vote Lenton Malry
A Proven Friend
of the University

btnneRs

appetizers • dinners
• salads
• desserts

Street Closing
Terrace St. between Mitchell
and Ortega Halls will be
permanently closed to traffic
beginning Monday, Nov. 9.

'Wave of Hatred'
Ignited Calif. Attack

CjR€€K

Henry Weihofen

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·----~

Multi Media
A unique program which will
combine elements of music,
drama, and art will be presented
in the Fine Arts Recital Hall
Wednesday, Nov. 4.
The 8:15 p.m. program will
include UNM l.ecturer Roger
Jannotta performing works for
solo flute, oboe, clarinet, and
saxophone. Leslie Whiteside, a
drama major, will provide the
dramatic element for the evening
by reading several of her own
poems. Tony Salazar will sketch
during the performance. The
drawings will be made with felt
tip pens on acetate film which
film will be projected by means of
an overhead projector.
General admission for the
program is $1. The proceeds will
go to the Music Performance
Award Fund.

dinndr

Anthony Hillerman

Paul Therkildsen

CAMPUS BRIEJF§

College Reaction High
To Cambodian Entry

•

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood

District 9

Hours: Mon.·Thurs., 7 a.m.·B p.m.
Fri. & Sot., 7 o.m.-10 p.m.
344-4172 Owner & chel John E. Athans
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Wolfpack Breezes By Miners, 35-17:
Strengthens Championship Hopes
By PAUL FLECK
The Lobos played a complete
football game Saturday night, and
as expected if they put everything
together, they annihilated a team
which was supposed to be a major
obstacle in their schedule.
The team won by 35-16 over
the Texas-E) Paso Miners, and
even that impressive score is not
as impressive as the team played.
42-3 or so would be a better
measurement of what the 'Pack
did to the Miners.
The victory moved the Lobos
to 3·0 in the WAC, and the race
each week strengthens the
thought that the WAC
championship is going to be
decided on Nov. 21 when the
Wolfpack meets nationally ranked
Arizona State in Tempe.
The Miners were expected to

offer the supreme challenge for
the Lobo pass defense, and it
turned out that the Lobos'
secondary was the supreme test
for Bill Craigo, UTEP's highly
regarded passer. The Lobos
intercepted three of his attempts
in the first half, and Bob Gaines
turned one into a touchdown with
a 44-yard return. Don Dungan and
Jay Morrison accounted for the
other two. The result was that
Craigo was benched during the
third quarter. When his successor,
Neil Lovorn, found the defense
just as tough, Craigo returned and
led the Miners to two late scores

against the Lobos' second and
third stringers.
The Miners struck first with a
32-yard field goal by Jeff White,
and then were dumbfounded as
the Lobos racked up 35 straight
points with relative ease.
Nate McCall started it off when
he turned the corner at the UNM
30 yard line and cut back across
the grain for a 7 0-yard scoring
run, coming only four plays after
White's field goal.
The Lobos struck again early in
the second quarter when Gaines·
made his interception and
followed a wall of blockers down

COLOR SPECIAL
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$19.50
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the sideline and into the endzone.
Joe Hartshorne added his second
of five extra points, and Craigo
tried again.
But the Lobo defense, looking
better each week, again stopped
the Miners. Led up front by Rob
Winter ( 19 tackles, nine
usassisted) and Houston Ross (14
unassisted tackles), and receiving a
brilliant performance by Dungan
in the secondary (eight tackles,
four deflecti.ons and an
interception), the Wolfpack
looked as if they could continue
their weekly downward trend in
opponents' points. But the free
substitutions throughout the third
and fourth quarters resulted in the
Miners getting a respectable 16
points.
The Lobos made it 21-3 when
McCall scored his second TD on
another end sweep, this one from
ten yards out and aided by a key
block from Sam Scarber.
In the third quarter, the Lobo
backfield took turns breaking
away. First Scm·ber burst up the
middle for a 49-yard run down to
the four. Sam hulled over for his
only TD of the game on the next
play. Then less than two minutes
later Fred Henry took off on the
option play and did some fancy

I
!

running to score from 37 yards
out.
Rocky Long failed to break
away for a long gain, but came
through with middle yardage (ten
to 20 yarders) a couple of times.
The offense ended up with 365
yards rushing.
Long threw nine times and
completed the last six of them for
61 yards passing. Phil Franczyk
made three fine catches and is
emerging as Long's favorite target.
Individual rushing statistics
showed McCall the Lobo leader
with 114 yards in only eight
carries and Scarber with 86 yards
in 13 totes. Henry chipped in 81
yards in 12 carries to keep up his
rushing average per earry, and
Long ran seven times for 52 yards.
UTEP's Phil Hatch won the
game rushing honors with 137
yards in 21 carries.

i
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{his record shows this}
HB 8 Increased Judiciary
HB 59 Billboards Removed
HB 73 Strengthened Probate System
HB 89 Civil Rights
HB 121 Equal Opportunities
HB 142 Strengthened Law Enforcement
HB 234 Highway Safety
HB 328 Anti-Discrimination
HB 358 Historic Preservation
HB 51 Narcotics Control
HB 52 Education Act
HB 83 Wildlife Conservation
HB 86 Water Protection
HB 90 Prohibiting Billboards
HB 189 Game Protection
HB 237 Fair Employment Practices
HB 244 Soil Conservation
HB 312 Air Pollution Control
HB 174 Minimum Wage Act
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-AndPutA WatchAway
For Christmas Day
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NOW $888
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Save~00 On This

Great A~Value

Nate McCall
... the runner

Phil Franczyk
. . . the pass receiver

Don Dungan
... the pass defender
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Conference Standings

·...

Repair & :\faintenancc
on all foreign cars

Cfloreign Car Specialists
333 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265·5901
Free Estimates

Want to ...

Arizona State
New Mexico
Utah
Arizona
Texas-El Paso
Brigham Young
Wyoming
Colorado State

Conference
W
L
Pet.
4
0
1.000
3
0
1.000
3
1
.750
1
1
.500
2
3
.400
1
3
.250
1
4
.200
0
3
.000

W
6
5
4
3
3
3
1
2

All
L
0
2
3
3
4
5
6
6

..

1m or an e is a ion.

New Mexico
7 14 14
Q-35
UTEP
3
0
0 13-16
EP-FG White 32
NM-McCall 70 run {Hartshorne ltick)
NM-Gaines 44 interception return
(Hartshorne lticlt)
NM-McCall 9 run (Hartshorne kiclt)
NM--Scarber 4 run (Hartshorne kick)
NM-Hcnry 37 run (Hartshorne ltick)
EP-Damian 2 run (White kiclt)
EP-Damian 2 pass from Craigo (lticlt
failed)
~
A-13,503

{b ~"..:0, Grfo' r.;;s c:-j G iLJ
~ry

ruce
·n
has
•
1n ro uce • more
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HB 291 Flood Control Act
HB 345 County Zoning
HB 414 Traffic Safety
HB 13 Bilingual Teaching
HB 52 Handicapped Child Instruction
HB 190 Junkyard Restrictions
HB 477 Indian Government
HB 499 Meat Inspection
HB 519 Public Health and Safety
HB 523 Public School Finance
HB 2 Teacher Salaries Increased
HB 3 Conflict of Interest Act
HB 4 Senior Citizens Protection
HB 138 Vocational Education
HB 230 Kindergartens
JR 1 Con Con Called
HB 55 Absentee Voter Act
HB 3 Indian Education
HM 13 Urban and Industrial Development

Pet.
1.000
.714
.571
.500
.429
.375
.143
.250
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Read 3 'Times Faster?
Raise grades
Cut study time

Guaranfee-read 3 to 10 times faster or your money refunded

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Winrock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily
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Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
265-6761

Classes start Oct. 19, 7 p.m.
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Interception

CSU, Cougars Win, UTEP Falls

0 ·'•
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Wolfpup Mark Hanna uses his
every inch to intercept a pass in
the third quarter of the freshman
game Saturday. Pass was intended
for Miner apprentice Kevin Payne
(30).

Roger J. Ruvolo and Andy
Garmezy tied the long-standing
leaders of the Lobo predictions
board this weekend by picking
five out of five winners in the
WAC belt.
The two sophomores have been
pushing the newsdesk twosome of
Mike Blake and Don Burge for
some time but failed week after
week in catching up with them.
The big game took place in
Fort Collins, Colo., as the
Colorado State Rams took a
20·13 win over independent Utah
State. Halfback Lawrence
McCutcheon rammed over the
goal line with less than four
minutes left to play in the game
to secure the victory. The total
offenses differed by only one
yard, with CSU and USU both
netting 207 yards aground and
CSU gaining 190 yards in the air
while USU gained 189.
McCutcheon scored both of CSU's
TD's, while Ram Dan Torzala
kicked two field goals; one, a
57 -yarder, set a WAC record.
Torzala had kicked but one of six
field goals going into that game.
Utah State's touchdowns came on
passes from Tony Adams to Wes
Garnett, one for 24 yards and the
other for eight.
rrhe inspired rebuilding the
Wyoming Cowboys seemed to be
staging before they fell to UNM
17-7 two weeks ago disappeared
again this week, this time at the
hands of Brigham Young
University, 23-3, in Provo.
Cougar quarterback Brian
Gunderson threw for two TD's,
one a 12 yarder to Dave Coon for

the first score of the game, and
the other for 24 yards to Van
Valkenburg. Van Valkenburg
scored the Cougar's last TD on a
one-yard scamper. Joe Liljenquist
booted a 38-yard field goal and
kicked two of three extra-point
attempts.
Cowboy Bob Jacobs accounted
for the only Wyoming points of
the night, making them on a
22-yard field goal that lifted him
above former Cowboy Jerry
DePoyster's NCAA record of 36
career field goals. Jacobs still has
three games left in which to
improve on his 37 field-goals
The Air Force Academy
Falcons avoided a loss, but maybe
not heart trouble, in taking their
seventh victory of the season
against no feats, 23-20 over the
Arizona Wildcats.
The Saturday afternoon contest
in Tucson was marked by a Craig
Barry field goal with no time
remaining on the clock from 20
yards out. Barry had missed the
field goal with four seconds
remaining but Arizona was called
for roughing the kicker and Barry
tried it again.
Arizona held a 14-7 third
quarter lead after coming from
behind a 7 ·0 first half deficit.
After Wildcat quarterback Brian
Linstrom had been injured in the
second stanza, third string
quarterback Bill Demory, a
sophomore, took over with some
pinpoint passes and daring line
calls to help the Wildcats to a
13-point lead before the Falcons
could get going again. Willie Lewis
scored two TD's from one and

four yards out, respectively, and
Demory added another from one
and four yards out, respectively,
and Demory added another from
one out to give them a 20-7 lead
before Bill Bream put two TD's
on the Falcon side of the board,
both from one yard out. Barry
missed the last extra point to
make the score 20-20 before his
game-winning field goal.
Although no statistics were
available, The Lobo was informed
by UNM Sports Information
Director Eddie Groth that Utah
edged San Jose State, 13-9, in a
Saturday night game played in
San Jose.
New Mexico held a 35-3 lead
over Texas-El Paso before the
Miners could get anything rolling
in El Paso, and the Lobos finally
took a 35·16 win. Nate McCall's
7 0-yard run in the first quarter
started the Lobo string of five
TD's. Junior Joe Hartshorne made
good on five of five extra point
attempts. The Miners were
intercepted three times, one!' by
safety Bob Gaines for a
touchdown.
Everyone on the predictions
board chose the Lobos as the
winners, as they did in the Air
Force game. Sports editor Paul
Fleck was the only one to go with
either Wyoming in their loss to
BYU or San Jose in their loss to
Utah. Burge and Blake erred from
their would-be perfect weekend
by picking Utah State to beat
Colorado State. Ruvolo, Garmezy
and Burge and Blake now all have
identical 29-10 records, while
Fleck is with a 24-15 mark.
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Freshmen Trounce UTEP For First Win
UNM football teams celebrated
double victories over UTEP
Saturday as the Wolfpups
defeated the UTEP frosh 40-21
while the Lobo varsity handed the
UTEP Miners a 35-16loss,
The Lobo frosh set the winning
trend as they capitalized on four
fumbles and two interceptions by
the UTEP freshmen to gain their
first victory of the season at
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Eckl Aerial

ASUNM FALL ELECTIONS

NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN?
v.'O m:lk.C 'c"nl

CALL MARY ELLEN
265-3621
br'.. !;("' l t;
Mary £1!"11
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Wolfpup quarterback Larry
Eckl beats the UTEP pass rush of
Milton Shaw (78) and Ken
Bockhold (85) and gets off a pass
intended for...
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J's BARBER
SHOP

compliment your features
.. '.. with the Roffier style cut
102 Richmond NE 255-5784

LASS I F I E D ADV E R T I s I N G

WHERE: J oumnllsm Building, Roon>
RATES: ~. per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement.

12 Senate Seats
2 1/2 Term Seats
10 Full-Term Seats

1)

PERSONALS

NEW YEARS IN Mexico City and Acapulco. Eight glorious day• ••• l-eave Albuquerque D..,. 27. "SPECIAL STUDENT
RATF.S." Call 344-0931 ••• 243-4866 •••
3H·OG4G.
S. CUHRY mcasnge for you two editions
hence. 10/2
WOULD WHOEVER ripped of!' the Lobo
stnffla udder please return it. We, even
though we probably shouldn't do this to
vou, nrc udderly lost without our titillating thrills. No questions nsl<ed-thc stnfl'.
POETRY WANTlm for cooperative anthology. Inoludc stamped envelope, Idlewild l'rCS31 1807 Enst Olympic, Los Angeles, Callrornln 90021. 12/2
POLLUTION. ARE YOU a part o! the
problem or the solution 7 Find out about
Bnsle-H nil-purpose cle<1ner. 298-4330.
10/8
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the tollowlng day.

Qualifications:
Must be a member of ASUNM

' .

Must have a 2.0 grade point

2)

LOST&FOUND

LOST: MAMIYA·SEKOH camera 1000
DTL. Saturday, October 24. Reward.
277-3551. ll/2
FOUND: BLACK RIM b!Cocal sungJagges,
outside Zimmerman Library. Call 2425383 evenings. 11/2

Must have been at UNM for at
least. one full semester

3)

Pick up petitions between Nov. 2-10
Petitions must be turned in by 5:00PM on Nov. I0.
All candidates must attend a meeting at 7:00 PM. Wed .. Nov" I~ to
be placed on ballot.

SERVICES

AI.L PEOPLE still in need of housing call
277-1024 tonight between 6-9 pm. 11/2
EXPEHIENCED TYPIST-<>Icctrlc typewriter. I•'nst-depcndable, Vivian Bickle.
298-4836. Unm.-9 pm. 11/4
WANTED: TUTOR for French. Call Bob
Epstein. 247·2934. 11/2
~
TYPJNG-Inst. f.!xpcrlenced scrvlce-electric-rcrumnablc. 119 Vaslinr SE. 2472942 anytime. 11/12

4)

FOR REN'l'

SUB-LEASE. Three bedroom home, fum•
ished, One block from campus. 242·1557
aft<>r 6 pm. 11/5

5)

PORSALE

MUS'r SELL lOGO Flat 850 Spyder. Excel·
lent eomlilion nnd price, 265·6893, 11/G
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University Stadium Saturday
afternoon.
At the end of the first half the
Pups held a commanding 27-0
lead.
UNM's first score came as they
capitalized on the first of four
UTEP fumbles. Defensive end
Steve Bradshaw recovered a UTEP
fumble on the Burros 28 and five
plays later 'Pups halfback Dave

Monday, November 2, 1970

5)

had 29 first downs to the Burros
12,
Eckl led the 'pup rushers with
89 yards in 12 carries followed by
Fredenal with 82 in 15 carries and
Titus with 79 in 12.
'
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UTEP
0
0 0 21-21
UNM
14 13 6
7-40
NM-Titus 14 run (Young Kick)
NM-Fredenal 14 run (Young Kick)
NM-Diller 28 pass from Eckl (Kick
Failed)
NM-Titus 18 pass from Eckl (Young
Kick)
NM-Eckl 58 run (Kick Failed)
UTEP-Houx 5 run (Lee Kick)
UTEP-Houx 7 run (Lee Kick)
UTEP-Payne 27 pass from Lankford
(Lee Kick)
NM-Titus 1 run (Young Kick)

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Wed, S·6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central ct University

FUN

FUN

MOUNTAIN
CHALET
•GERRY

•ALP SPORT

•NORTH
FACE

•Climbing &
camping
equipment

. . . Wolfpup receiver Dave
Titus (22), but play was broken
up by defender Tom Johnson
(15).

•Cross
Country Skis

TWO LOCATIONS:
SIS CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
2SS-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

•Down Ski
Jackets
•Down Ski
, Mittens

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
SIS Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
M<lgazines, Smm Film
Open 7 om to Midnite
Quarter ArcadeAdmission $4.00 (Movie)

SONNY'S INDIAN VILLAGE
9517 Central N.E.

(opposite Terrace Drive-In)

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Courteous service with
a complete line of 1!WU1!r

LAYAWAY PLAN

Indian Beads
19 Typrn of Headbands
AU Kinds of Jewcl1'1! Greatly Reduced
Indian Rinos Y.! off
AU Leather Gooda ~· off
Suede Fringe Bana :Joe;-(. off
Sec Strange Items

Moe<asin.s

-

taineering gear.
1406 Eubank NE

298-4296

FORSALE

SKI EQUIPMENT SA~E: hoof!!. ski is,
<"lothing nt lowt>.st pnces. Tenms Club,
2901 Indian S<hool Rd. NE. Snturdny,
No•. 7, 9 !lln. to 12 rtOOn, Snndla Peak
Ski Pntrol. 11/16
QUITTING ALB. AVAILABLE immediately-two month old 12'x52' housetrailer.
1956 T-Bird. 1969 Penton Enduro motor·
cycle. 299-1667 after~ 5 pm. 11/6
HAM RADIO SET, good shape, extrns, $65
or best offer. Evenings: 344-1517. 11/15
FIVE NEW 1971 component sYHtems complete with Garrard changer, AM/FM
multiplex stereo radio. Inputs for extra
speakers. tape deek, gu!tar or hend sets.
To be sold for $99.95 each or monthly
PuYments. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, NE. Mon.-Fri. 9-9; Sat. until 6.
10/29
USED TV's-nll styles. $15 up. 441 Wyom·
ing NE. 265-5987. 11/30
RANGER 4 TRACK 8 track tape deck/
two sPeakers. Excellent condition. $GO.
9000 Claremont N.E. 29G-2774 ntter 4
p.m. 111::,4_ _ _ _.,..--c-:-:---:c:8 NEW ZIG ZAG Sewlnr: Machines with
Cull inc.tory gunrnntec. Nationally advertised brand to be sold for $3G each.
Monthly payments nvailahlc. These machine-; mny be insncC"ted in wnrchousc at
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mntco NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. urttil 6.

6)

Titus scored from the 14 followed
by Mike Young's extra point
giving UNM a 7 ·0 lead.
Another fumble deep in UTEP
territory gave the ball to the
Wolfpups on the Burros 14-yard
line. Fullback John Fredemrl
scored on the first play from
scrimmage and Young made the
extra point to give the Lobos a
14-0 first quarter lead.
The Wolfpups scored two more
times before the half ended on
drives of 8 0 and ·67 yards.
Quarterback Larry Eckl threw
two touchdown passes to climax
the drives. The first toss covered
2 8 yards to fullback Richard
Diller and the second to Titus
covered 18 yards.
UNM widened their lead to
33·0 early in the third quarter as
Eckl scored on a 58 - yard · run.
The extra-point attempted by
Young failed.
Three mistakes by the
Wolfpups in the fourth quarter
gave UTEP three touchdowns and
narrowed the 'Pups lead to 12
points at 33·21 with nine minutes
left in the game.
UTEP scored their first TD
going 44 yards in eight plays after
recovering a Lobo fumble on the
'Pups 44. UTEP halfback David
Houx went the final five yards for
the score.
A gamble on a fourth and one
situation resulted in the Lobos
losing possession to UTEP on the
'Pups 28-yard line. It took the
Burros only three plays to score
with Houx going the final seven
yards.
UTEP's final touchdown came
on a 27-yard scoring pass from
Terry Lankford to Kevin Payne.
The Burros gained possession of
the ball following the interception
of an Eckl pass.
The Wolfpups dismissed any
thoughts of suffering their third
defeat by taking the ensuing
kickoff and marching 48 yards in
10 plays for their final score to ice
the g'ame at 40·21. Titus scored
his second TD of the game from
the one on the drive.
UNM dominated the game
statistics with 437 total yards to
UTEP's 264. The Wolfpups also

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES:. 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneou~

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

EMPLOYMENT

ATTRACTIVE PART-TIME medlcnl re·
eeptionist. No experience necessary ACME PERSONNEL. 1303 San Pedro
NE. 25G-3546, 11/6
UNIVERSITY FEMALE STUDENT. Exchange part-time housekce:p!ng, cpoking
serviceS Roomilloard. Wnlk>rtll <hstance
uniVersity. 268-0 10~~8::.·.=1~1/:.;:G:__ _ __
WANTED: BASS PLAYEH - rock and
ja.z. Ralph C. Gerrern. 2242 Perry Rd.
sw. 11/5
TRUMPET AND trombone player
rocl< group. Call 242-4780. 11/4

for

ENCLOSED $ • - - - -

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t~)~~M-I~S~C=E~LI~.A~N~EO~U~S----

WANTED-three piece band, U-12 Dec.
HUt. 209-9G81. 11/16
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(Editor's Note: I feel that the
following editorial-analysis is correct
in its view of the present quandries
.of the Associated Student's
government. Major and I have
discussed several times the problems
which now plague our government,
and have tried at times to rectify
them behind the scenes, always
hoping that ASUNM would snap out
of its slump. I don't feel that the
slump will be surmounted unless
some radical changes are made in the
executive branch--and that will only
happen if those who elected the
present government make it a
responsible government-Sarah
Laidlaw.)
By SUE MAJOR
The ASUNM government this year
has developed student service
oriented programs, but at the same
time it has failed to provide any
leadership or direction to the student
body.
The lack of leadership begins at
the top. ASUNM President Eric
Nelson has not given direction or
sense of unity to the student body or
the Senate. He has told his executive
staff several times he would like to
go out and "rap" with students, yet
at the beginning of the eighth week
he has not yet visited dorms or
Greek houses,
·
His contact and cooperation with
Vice President Frank Lihh are
minimal. Lihn is not invited to sit in
on executive staff meetings. In
addition, Nelson did not appoint a
legislative council-a vital link
between the ASUNM president and
the Senate-until Friday.
N e 1son had no experience in
student government before he was
elected by a seven vote margin last
spring. Since then he has shown little
inclination to learn the ins and outs
of student politics. He made a deal
with Lihn at the beginning of the
year in which Lihn \'muld handle
money affairs and provide the
knowledge of bills, resolutions and
precedents in student government.
Nelson meantime has shown an
apparent fear of putting himself on a
limb or taking a strong stand. lli&
cure-all for inability to get results is
to develop a new project for the

ASUNM Pres:dent Eric Nelson has
not given direction or sense of unity
to the student body or the Senate.

executive staff. And while the staff is
working on several worthwhile and
important projects, the last thing
they need is another one.
The executive staff itself shows
little coordination. With no
leadership each has taken his own
projects and gone in his own
direction, without concern for the
direction of ASUNM as a whole.
The executive staff, like Nelson,· is
lacking in experience. Only Donna
Fossum, a former senator, and Tom
Hogg, head of Student Lobby, have
had previous dealings with student
government on a constant basis.
In addition to lack of experience,
the staff is being overworked as
Nelson develops more and more
projects. There are no priorities. No
guidelines are given about the
direction of any particular project.
The staff is a concerned group of
people but with no direction and too'
many projects to handle, things are
bogging down.

Editorial-Analysis:
' ' '-'- '.

Under and Over Work
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Plague Student Goverrnent
Don Lindsley, chairman of
Speakers Committee, is also director
of the Middle Earth Room, an
information access center opened
today by ASUNM. In addition he is
developing plans for a bookstore
more responsive to the students.
Jim Graebner, another executive
staff member, is working on dorm
projects, such as 24-hour visitation.
He is also working on curricula and
departmental reforms.
Ernie Kilker is planning teacher
evaluation, and working to expand
the Undergraduate Seminar program.
He is concerned with the Free
University.
John McElfresh is working on
registration and library reforms.
Tom Hogg has been developing
plans for an ASUNM park. He is also
in charge of the statistics committee.
Besides these executive staff duties
he 'is·chairman of Student Lobby and
on the Faculty Planning Committee.
Donna Fossum's executive staff
job is to coordinate all the projects,
and "to help everybody with
everything." Friday Nelson
appointed her as legislative council.
Essentially Nelson should be the
one providing the coordination
among the staff members and the
numerous projects. Instead, he has
turned even this over to a staff
member under the loose term of
"coordination".
Student government this year has
complained of study apathy. The
"give a damn" attitude of the
campus during last October's
moratorium has turned into the "so
what?" attitude of this faiL Part of
the reason behind student
government's long delay in making
appointments to student and
student-faculty committees has been
a lack of applicants. Unless
something comes up of particular
interest to one segment of the
student body, 'the Senate gallery
contains about 20 spectators, many
of them former senators or members
of the press. Yet the student body
can hardly be expected to be
enthusiastic about a government
which has not shown any leadership
or even tried to explain in which
direction ASUNM is going. Apathy is
a twq-way street, and if student
government cannot coordinate its
own programs the student body has
a right not to care.
The ASUNM Senate has
traditionally been the strong branch
of student government, but this year
Senate managed, within seven weeks,
to get themselves in the awkward
position of being a body without a
quorum and therefore unable to
conduct business.
This situation grew from a series
of resignations and Student Court's
restraining orders which have
plagued Senate all year.· Upon the
resignations of four senators,
ASUNM called a special election. But

a restraining order was thrown
against the election on the grounds
candidates whose names were
removed from the ballot for failing
to attend a mandatory candidates'
meeting were denied their rights.
At a hearing on this order,
Student Court discovered
discrepancies between the ASUNM
Constitution and the Election Code.
Therefore the court placed a
restraining order against all ASUNM
elections until a new code could be
worked out. Two more senators then
resigned and Lihn asked the court
for a restraining order to prevent
Senate from meeting until an
election could be held to give Senate
full membership. The request was
withdrawn last Monday night when
the court ruled a quorum for Senate
was 15 members, and, as Senate
membership at that time was 14,
Senate could not meet to conduct

carry them through the rest of the
semester.
This spending spree is due to the
fact that Senate, like the executive
branch, has failed to set any
priorities.
Lihn said in private several weeks
ago he was going to resign. He
wanted to set up a corporation to
build and manage student housing
and his job as vice president would
be a conflict of interest. Since then,
however, no housing corporation has
been set up and it does not appear
that he will resign. Lihn has been in
student government a long time and
knows that with the lack of
Senate, considered somewhat of a leadership from the executive
farce in past years, is now considered branch, student government will fall
by some segments of the campus to apart. He may be unwilling to let
be a complete joke.
that happen.
ASUNM has established no base
for a future student government.
business without being in legal Senate, considered somewhat of a
farce in past years, is now considered
jeopardy.
Senate membership is presently by some segments of the campus to
be a complete joke. No one is being
12.
trained
for next year's student
This incredible sequence of events
brought the entire system to an government and if inexp~rience is a
abrupt halt. No committee stumbling block this year, by next
year it will have grown to be
appointment~.. already held up far
insurmountable.
And the student
too long, can be made until Senate
body
will
continue
to be apathetic to
has a full membership to concur with
them; no allocations can be made to a government that cannot even run
organizations and projects needing its own inner organization, much less
money, including those being a whole campus.
The real victim of the student
developed by the executive staff.
The election will not be held for government face ho:wever, may be
all-university governance. The UNM
another two weeks.
faculty
cannot be expected to vote
Senate too is suffering from a lack
. of experience. Only four senators in a plan to let students help run the
have served more than one semester.· whole University when at present
All four o.f their terms will expire they cannot even run their own
affairs. The result will be that UNM
with the upcoming elections.
Senate is also suffering from . will continue under the present
ideological splits within its· ranks. system and any dream of legitimate
One senator who recently resigned and well-earned student power over
said he had always considered their own education will remain just
himself a liberal but he found that.
himself playing the conservative, "a
very uncomfortable place for a
liberal to be." Senate split into two
Editor's Apologies
hostile camps over the issue of
My most humble and abject
whether to fund Homecoming
apologies to anyone who was
events, with one side screaming for
waiting breathlessly for the
social relevance and the other
Canadian government's view of
screaming for responsibility. The
the Front de Liberation du
allocation passed but the rift
Quebec. It will appear Tuesday.
remains.
·
And, anyone who submitted
Senate too is plagued by lack of
political letters or Bernas about
leadership, This session it has
the candidates or the
galloped through a large portion of
Constitutional Amendments,
its funds in an effort to fund every
watch Tuesday-they'll be there.
socially relevant or educational
This article was simply too
project that came its way. Right now
important to pass up or cut up.
Senate has less than $14,000 left to
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Typical Lobo Photo by Sue Major

Welcome to Middle Earth
Middle Earth Opened Yesterday in the Union. Stop by. Bring a Friend. (See story on page 5.)
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Campaign Closes on Last Minute Appeals
Nix~n

Repeats Denunciation of Violence; M uskie Decries Call to Fear

By RAYMOND LAHR
WASHINGTON, (UPI)- The
unusually fierce off-year election
campaigns ended Monday night with
President Nixon repeating his tough
denunciation of violence and
Democrats accusing him anew of
making "blatant appeals to fear" for
political gain.
The major parties capped off the
1970 national campaign with
eleventh-hour television appeals by
Nixon and Sen. EdmundS. Muskie,
D-Maine. Although control of the
Senate is the biggest stake, thousands
of other offices were contested at
state and local levels and campaign
oratory sounded across the land as
candidates made their last pitch for
votes.
Republicans bought time on all
three major networks for an
election-eve rebroadcast of Nixon's
Phoenix speech Saturday in which he
said: "Those who carry a peace sign
in one hand and a bomb or a brick in
the other are the super hypocrites of
our time."
Muskie, in a speech prepared for
television to reply to the President,
accused Nixon and the GOP on
slandering their Democratic
opponents by questioning their
patriotism and implying they
condoned violence.
" ... in the elections of 1970,
Tuesday, November 3, 1970

something has gone wrong," said
Muskie. "There has been
name-calling and deception of almost
unprecedented volume. Honorable
men have been slandered. Fairthful
servants of the country have had
their motives questioned and their
patriotism doubted.
"This attack is not simply the
overzealousness of a few local
leaders. It has been led . . .
inspired. . . and guided ... from the
highest offices in the land."
Veteran Democratic House
Speaker John W. McCormack,

retiring from congress after 42 years
as a lawmaker, charged the
Republican campaigners with
"blatant appeals to fears and
emotions."
"What is needed," said the
7 8-year-old McCormack, "is less
politics_ . . and more use of the
measures to combat crime, inflation
and unemployment which Congress
has passed ard sent to the White
House."
Nixon's Phoenix speech, made
two days after demonstrators at San
Jose, Calif., threw eggs and rocks at

The Bunny-Man Strikes
FAIRFAX, Va. (UP!)- A
hatchet- wielding "bunny-man" is
creating consternation among Fairfax
County, Va., police authorities. He
now has struck twice in two weeks.
A security guard at a new housing
development under construction in
this Washington, D.C., suburb told
police that he came upon a man clad
in a white bunny suit with floppy ears
whacking away at a porch post of one
of the unfinished houses Thursday
night.
When the guard approached, he
said the Alice- in- Wonderland figure
warned: "You are trespassing. If you

come any closer, I'll chop off your
head."
Whereupon, the Harveyesque
threatener hippity-h.opped off into a
nearby woods.
A man in identical dress was
reported as having startled an Air
Force Academy cadet and his finance
two weeks ago while they parked in a
car in the area.
He smashed the window of the
auto, told the couple they were
trespassing, then vanished.
The bunny-man has qeen described
as seemingly in his twenties and about
five ft., eight in. tall in his bare paws.

his car, the President condemned
"thugs and hoodlums" of the violent
left. He said permissiveness, not
repression on the Vietnam war, bed
nurtured those "haters" he said
threatening the nation.
To reply to this, the Democratic
National Committee announced a
group of citizens bought time
following Nixon so Muskie could
"respond to the Republican tactics
of fear and division which treaten to
tear this country apart."
On the last day of the campaign,
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of New
York campaigned for the first time
with Sen. Charles E. Goodell in a
last-minute bid to prevent the
election of conservative James
Buckley as the first third-party
senator in three decades.
Confident of his own re-electio11
to an unprece"dented fourth
consecutive term, Rockefeller joined
Goodell at rallies in Buffalo and.
Albany to stump for the GOP and
against Buckley, the front-running
conservative party candidate.
Although Nixon has made
Republican control of the Senate the
chief target of his and Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew's extensive
campaigning, both men refused to
endorse the liberal' Goodell and
Agnew made him a particular target
of his hot rhetoric this fall.

